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ARE WE NOT CATS
DRAMA, ROMANCE

Are you a fan of David Lynch? Alex Cox? Then meet Xander Robin.

His debut feature film ARE WE NOT CATS has been selected as the 
closing film for the Venice Film Festival’s prestigious Critics’ Week. 
The only US film featured in the section this year, it’s a macabre 
arthouse indie, centered around a hairy love story. 

A young drifter with nothing to his name but a beatup truck, falls in 
love with a mysterious girl with an appetite for hair.

With its unabashed look into the strange compulsions that define us, 
the film is sure to inspire a cult following.

DIRECTOR: Xander Robin

STARRING:
Chelsea Lopez
Michael Patrick Nicholson (We Are Still Here)
Michael Godere (The Affair)

TOP 10 Venice Film Festival - Victor Esquirol

         PREMIERING AT:



SHOREBREAK
SURF / PHOTO DOCUMENTARY 

A heart-pounding plunge into the waves - and the life of the man 
who best captures them; daredevil photographer Clark Little built 
the world’s largest Instagram following by capturing Hawai’s gigantic 
“shorebreakers” like never before.

Filmed and edited by surf personality Peter King, SHOREBREAK 
entertwines breathtaking action with intimate interviews, as we dive 
through the North Shore waves longside Clark Little and gain insight 
into his unlikely career, unique photographic approach and the source 
of his passion.
 
DIRECTOR: Peter King

USA THEATRICAL 2016

TV SERIES NOW AVAILABLE:
TV series based on Shorebreak. Produced due to 
feature’s massive success.



ROSENN
PERIOD DRAMA, ROMANCE

In the vein of WIDE SARGASSO SEA and TESS OF THE D’UBER-
VILLES, Rosenn follows a young woman as she awakens to the joys 
and pains of passion.. and the bitterness of deceit.

Rosenn (Hande KODJA), a naive young girl, and Mr.Lafoly (Rupert 
EVERETT), an aging writer, fall in love. They elope back to France, 
ready to live their ‘happy-ever-after’. But as passion begins to wane 
and Rosenn becomes pregnant, Mr.Lafoly plans a betrayal that will 
change Rosenn’s life forever.

DIRECTOR: Yvan Le Moine

STARRING
Rupert Everett (Shakespear in Love, Shrek, Stardust, The Chronicles 
of Narnia)
Hande Kodja (Insoumise)
Michael Lonsdale (Of Gods and Men, Munich)

Chelsea Interntional Film Festival Winner



DXM
SCI FI MIND BENDING ACTION

A Group of young bio-engineers discover they can use quantum
physics to transfer motor-skills between human brains. Believing 
this to be a first step towards a new intellectual freedom, they freely 
distribute the technology into a means of mass control.

DxM takes the mind-bender thriller to the next level with an immersive 
narrative and breath-taking action.

STARRING 
Sam Neil (Jurassic Park)
Tom Payne (The Walking Dead)

In Association with Terra Mater Factual Studios

USA THEATRICAL RELEASE 
BACKED BY A MASSIVE WORLDWIDE PROMOTIONAL 

CAMPAIGN FROM RED BULL



BROTHERS OF THE WIND
FAMILY / NATURE
HOPE & DISCOVERY STORY

The way of the eagle is to raise two chicks. The stronger is
destined always to throw the weaker from the nest. Man also
has his ways, often to hurt those closest to him.
 
Lukas suffers at the hands of a father who has withdrawn since
the loss of his wife. Killed while rescuing the infant Lukas, the boy 
now carries the burden of her death.
 
Our eagle’s story begins in the nest. The first-born chick pushes
his weaker brother to a certain death on the forest floor. But fate
intervenes and the chick is found by Lukas. Naming him Abel, 
Lukas cares for the creature in secret, finding a love and
companionship denied to him at home.
 
But when the day comes to release Abel back into the wild, will 
Lukas find his own release into a new life?
 
BROTHERS OF THE WIND is a powerful tale of hope and
discovery. A legacy epic and a new frontier in wild drama. 
 
STARRING: 
Jean Reno (Leon: The Professional, Mission Impossible,
The Da Vinci Code, Couples Retreat) 
Manuel Camacho (Among Wolves)
Tobias Moretti (Treasure Island, I, Don Giovanni)

In Association with Terra Mater Factual Studios



NO PANIC WITH A
HINT OF HYSTERIA

CRIME COMEDY
  
A timid accountant tries to earn his living as a rather unsuccessful 
hitman, until an accidental killing of a mobster makes him a target 
for the vengeful mafia boss, murderous gangster, trigger-happy 
cops and the dead man’s psychotic wife - and if he’s not careful 
his own wife might catch wind of his double life too.

STARRING: 
Stephen Baldwin (The Usual Suspects)
Alexander Chance (The Sweetest Thing)
Charlotte Kirk (How To Be Single)

USA RELEASE 2016



K9 World Cup
ANIMATED DOGGIE FOOTBALL MOVIE

Play as one. Think as one. Win as one! The road to glory is walked
as a pack.

When the K9 Republic becomes the host for the World Canine Cup,
Coach Lapata has one last chance to put together the best team in history. 
The players will have to learn to put aside their differences and work as a 
team to show their country that ultimate football glory is more than just
a dream.

WRITTEN by the WRITER of
Spongebob Squarepants

STARRING
Sean Astin

Featuring Voice of MLS soccer players

NOW AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH & SPANISH



THE BROOKLN BANKER
CRIME THRILLER

A banker with a talent for memorizing numbers is recruited by
a mobster looking to get ahead. Money changes everything and a 
series of betrayals turns friends into enemies and family against
family in this taut organized-crime thriller.

DIRECTOR
Federico Castelluccio

STARRING
Paul Sorvino (Goodfellas)
Troy Garity (Ballers)
Melissa Marsala (Six Feet Under)
David Porval (The Sopranos)
Arthur J. Nascarella (The Sopranos)
Federico Castelluccio (The Sopranos)
Elizabeth Masucci (Public Morals)

USA THEATRICAL 2016



BETTER CRIMINAL
An LAPD detective is forced to work for two warring crime syndicates while 
under an internal investigation.

William Doyle is a lieutenant for the LAPD who unknowingly leads a raid on  a 
front business run by the San Vicente Cartel. Marked for death, Doyle  approaches 
Clavo, the head of the Cartel, and offers to work for them in  exchange for his life. 
Soon Doyle is caught in the middle of war between the Cartel and Chinese Triadas 
Internal Affairs launches an investigation into  his task force.

STARRING
Bai Ling (Star Wars: Episode III - Revenge of the Sith)
Tom Sizemore (Saving Private Ryan / Black Hawk Down)
Jordan Belfi, Noel Gugliemi, Carolyn Hennesy

DIRECTOR: Ben Burk

NOW AVAILABLE!

LET IT BLEED
An ordinary man takes revenge only to find it’s made him the target of a major crime 
lord and his army of psychopaths, serial killers and professional hitmen.

This tale of retribution begins the moment revenge has been taken and follows the
aftermath of an everyman gone to extremes who must face the consequences of his 
actions. After his familyis murdered, Abel, an accountant turned vigilante takes revenge 
on the man responsible. Little does he know a major crime lord known as “The Devil” 
seeks revenge of his own and orders his death. Having lost everything, including his 
mind, Abel returns to vigilante mode and wages a war of his own.

STARRING
Mike Pfaff, Shannon Lorance, Bradley Fisher

NOW AVAILABLE!



10 DAYS IN A MADHOUSE
THE NELLIE BLY STORY

“MUST SEE MOVIE” – Ms. Magazine
“STUNNING” – NY Times

A TRUE STORY BASED ON THE EPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE
1st FEMALE JOURNALIST

Based on her sensational book, 10 DAYS IN A MADHOUSE tells the true story of 
world renowned journalist, Nellie Bly who, at 23 years old, feigned insanity and had 
herself commited into the notorious Blackwell’s Island Insane Asylum. Working for 
Joseph Pulitzer and The New York Times, Bly went undercover to expose the
atrocities, corruption, abuse and murders that took place in the asylum.

This historical thriller shocks audiences with the brutality of the nurses towards 
patients, some of whom Bly believed were as sane as she was. Bly’s “Ten Days in 
a Mad-house” ultimately changed the way the world cares for the mentally ill, by 
shining a light on these unspoken crimes.

STARRING
Caroline Barry, Christopher Lambert, Julia Chantrey (Mean Girls, Mama), 
Kelly Le Brock (Weird Science, The Woman in Red) and Russian Star Alexandra 
Callas

USA THEATRICAL OVER 5 MONTHS IN THEATERS 2016



WAIT TILL HELEN COMES
Based on the Best Selling Young Adult Novel

of the Last 30 Years! 

YOUNG ADULT 9-15
CREEPY GHOST STORY

WAIT TILL HELEN COMES, an ongoing USA school curriculum 
book selection.

When a reconstructed family moves to a converted church in
the country, 14-year old Molly, must save her new troubled step-
sister from a dangerous relationship with the desperate ghost
of a young girl.

STARRING: 
Maria Bello
(Prisoners, Grown Ups, The Mummy, A History Of Violence) 
Sophie Nelisse
(The Book Thief, Monsieur Lazhar) 
Callum Keith Rennie
(The X Files, Blade Trinity) 
Isabelle Nelisse
(Mama) 
William Dickinson
(Interstellar)

DIRECTOR: Dominic James
 



PHANTOM HALO
Warren Emerson, once a master Shakespearian actor, is now a gambling drunk.
His youngest son Samuel buries his face in comic books like, ‘The Phantom Halo’
and loses himself in dreams about breaking free of the shackles that blind them.
To make ends meet, Samuel enchants crowds of passerby’s with Shakespearean 
monologues while his older brother Beckett, a master pickpocket, makes his way 
through the unsuspecting crowd. But when Warren gets in deep with a loan shark,
and their plan to make money goes awry, the Emerson’s must choose what’s truly 
important in life, or pay the ultimate price.
STARRING
Thomas Brodie-Sangster (The Maze Runner, Game of Thrones, Love Actually)
Rebecca Romijn (X-Men, X-Men 2, X-Men: The Last Stand, The Punisher)
DIRECTOR: Antonia Bogdanovich
PRODUCED BY: Peter Bogdanovich: Academy Award nominated producer and
producer/director of The Last Picture Show, Paper Moon and What’s Up Doc?

USA THEATRICAL JUNE 2015

SHADOW WORLD
Based on the 2011 best selling book

THE SHADOW WORLD: INSIDE THE GLOBAL ARMS TRADE

An investigation into the multi-billion dollar international arms trade. The film delves into the 
pressing issue of war for profit, where politicians become salesmen, ammunitions have sell 
by dates and weapon contractors are bribed with Boeing planes. 

Shadow World takes a look at the major conflicts of our time and reveals the deals upon 
which they are founded. A vital education, to anyone with an interest in the driving forces 
that have shape large scale conflict over the last decades.

Edinburgh International Film Festival – Won, Best Documentary Feature Film

“A superbly edited, angry documentary about the global arms trade that will energize 
politically-minded audiences” - Variety

AVAILABLE USA ONLY 



THE SHEIK
THE UNFILTERED AND SHOCKINGLY ENTERTAINING STORY ABOUT THE IRON SHEIK 
(KHOSROW VAZIRI).
The Sheik was selected as Hot Doc’s 2014 Special Presentations collection.

Once the most outlandish of professional wrestlers, Khosrow Vaziri – a.k.a. The Iron Sheik - is now, 
at 72, the most outrageous personality on Twitter, a man who routinely shocks even Howard Stern.  
But the story behind the oversized personality is raw, touching, emotional and almost unbelievable.

THE SHEIK tells the real life story of “The Iron Shiek” and 
how he started as an impressive athlete from Iran who built 
his occupation in America as a professional wrestler.  He 
was banned from the WWF at the height of his career after 
being busted for cocaine. His life spiraled out of control after 
that as well as from the death of his oldest daughter. Broke, 
handicapped, and on the verge of divorce, a family friend 
got  his life back on track and The Iron Sheik stepped back 
into the limelight as a social media God. THE SHEIK has a 
very positive, touching ending. 

Featuring Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson, Hulk Hogan, 
Mick Foley, Seth Green, Jim Ross

DIRECTOR:  Igal Hecht

95MIN, FEATURE
2015 RELEASE

SIRIUS
FIRST EVER ALIEN DISCOVERY Documentary, 
DNA VERIFIED BY STANFORD, one of USA’s most 
prestigious Universities.

Sirius is a feature length documentary that follows Dr. 
Steven Greer - a medical doctor turned UFO/ New Energy 
researcher – as he struggles to disclose top secret information 
about classified energy & propulsion techniques. Along the 
way, Dr. Greer investigates new technology and sheds light 
on criminal suppression. He accumulates over 100 Govern-
ment, Military, and Intelligence Community witnesses who 
testify on record about their first-hand experiences
with UFOs and with the cover-up.

IMPRESSIVE WORLDWIDE FOLLOWING. 

SECRETS OF THE I CHING
Narrated by Jonathan Pryce (Game of Thrones, Pirates of 
the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl)

Amazon’s #1 book on New Age and Spirituality,
Richard Wilhelm’s “I Ching” is a profound introduction 
to the Chinese world-view. The I Ching is an actual
living oracle with its roots in antiquity. Protected from 
the west for centuries, this riveting Documentary narrated 
by Jonathan Pryce, shows how Wilhelm first had to be 
uniquely trusted, before translating these predictive 
secrets. He shared the Oracle wih Carl Jung who was 
profoundly affected, and then published the I Ching for 
the first time for western audiences. The film was made 
with inside information and never before seen visuals 
from Wilhelm’s Grand-daughter, Bettina.

TAP WORLD
This doc journeys over six continents, dozens of
countries, and thousands of feet, demonstrating that 
this so called “American” form of dance has been 
re-envisioned around the world. We meet a variety of 
dancers that share their take on tap, and reveal how 
learning and living this dance has changed their lives.

DIRECTOR: Dean Hargrove

“‘Tap World’ also takes viewers around the world, 
and that, plus some flat out terrific perfomances, 
make this a surprisingly lovely little film.” – Laura 
Bleiberg/LA Times

“‘Tap World’, is an infectiously spirited and 
pleasingly celebratory documentary about the 
globe-spanning appeal of American-style tap 
dance.” – Joe Leydon/Variety

2015 USA THEATRICAL RELEASE



CONVERGENCE
Supernatural Thriller. An arson detective finds himself in a modern day Dante 
world, passing back and forth between the present and the future. Surrounded by 
the residents seeking redemption, he is left with the task to find a way out.

Starring Ethan Embry,  Clayne Crawford, Mykelti Williamson

Producers: Scott Robinson
Director: Drew Hall
Scriptwriter: Drew Hall

USA THEATRICAL RELEASE 2016

WIND WALKERS
A gritty psychological drama reminiscent of The Deer Hunter or Deliverance, where friends 
turn against each other in a desperate bid to survive an unknown enemy.

WIND WALKERS is the story of a group of friends who travel to the remote Florida
Everglades where they discover that an ancient, malevolent curse is tracking them.  When 
the youngest of them is lost to a trail of blood, they soon realize that the only thing being 
hunted is themselves. Trapped and facing starvation they slowly begin to disappear, only to 
reappear craving human flesh.  Is it the fabled Wind Walker… the beast of Indian legend that 
rides the winds that possesses them? Or is it their own madness? Seared to their shotguns 
and chased by starvation, they must face off against a devilish truth that will either destroy or 
consume them… Wind Walkers.
Starring Zane Holtz, Glen Powell,  Rudy Youngblood, Johnny Sequoyah
Directed by Russell Friedenberg
USA THEATRICAL RELEASE TOP 20 CITIES 2015



LOVE ADDICT
A womanizing attorney is unable to have sex after a hypnotherapy session to quit smoking 
goes awry and he seeks help from one of his clients, an uptight psychiatrist, who teaches him 
that there is more to women than just their bodies.
Owen Maxwell is a charismatic, Porsche-driving Los Angeles divorce attorney and an incredible 
womanizer.  Owen signs up for hypnotherapy to help him stop smoking, but when the hypno-
therapist – who happens to be one of Owen’s many forgotten lovers – decides to get some 
revenge and “cure” Owen of his sexual attraction to women.  What follows is a downward spiral 
of Owen’s playboy lifestyle when he become physically sick whenever he becomes turned-on, 
forcing him to go through “detox” with the aid of Eileen, a no-nonsense therapist who runs a
rehab center.  During the course of treatment, Eileen falls for a vulnerable Owen when he 
reveals his more sensitive side to her.  Now Owen must decide if he feels the same way about 
Eileen while at the same time tracking down the hypnotherapist who started the whole mess.

Starring:  Courtney Stodden (Celebrity Brother, Couples Therapy)
Alyshia Ochse (The Other Woman, Parker) 

Director: Charis Orchard
Producers: Catherine Kyritsi, Brad Littlefield, Charis Orchard
Executive Producer: Adam Omar Shanti

USA THEATRICAL RELEASE MAY 2016

LOVE ON THE RUN
Despite the odds, Franny Peterson always knew she’d make it big. With a heart of gold and a 
loving and kind personality, all 250 pounds of her knew that one day she’d make it out of her 
small town with the man of her dreams.  
Who knew that today would be that day…while waiting in line at the bank, listening to music 
on her ipod, in walks, from cowboy boots to cowboy hat…the most gorgeous guy she’s ever 
seen.  When their eyes meet she’s sure this is the one…  
The fact that Rick is now holding up the bank and taking her hostage does not deter her from 
her mission.  This wasn’t exactly the way she dreamed it would all go down, but she’s eager to 
get out of her small town and is up for the adventure.  
Unfortunately for Franny, Rick has other plans.  If she survives the journey, it’s possible,
Franny could find a future even she couldn’t have imagined.  
Starring: Steve Howey (Shameless, Reba, Bridewars), Frances Fisher (Titanic, The Lincoln 
Lawyer, House of Sand and Fog), Annaleigh Ashford (Masters Of Sex) and Jen Ponton 
(Jack and Diane).  
Directed By: Ash Christian
Producer: Ash Christian, Jordan Yale Levine, Amy Salko Robertson  
USA THEATRICAL RELEASE 2016



HEAVENLY SWORD
Based on one of SONY’s most popular video games for PS3, Heavenly Sword is a spectacular 
animated/CGI movie for pre-teen through 35+ audience. This female led action adventure tells 
the story of our heroine, Nariko, whose clan has long protected the “Heavenly Sword”, a god’s 
blade of immense power that drains its wielder of their life force. A power-hungry ruler seeks to 
obtain the sword to gain its devastating power. Given the duty of protecting the Heavenly sword, 
Nariko must find the chosen one worthy enough to wield it. 
Release in USA with Cinedigm, Twentieth Century Fox in Latin America, Shochiku in Japan, 
Metropolitan in France, Koch in Germany, Italia in the Middle East and many other territories.
All new top CGI game style animation with a huge pre-existing fan base in the millions, for the 
characters and story. 
Major marketing spend on the PS3 and PS4 worldwide
• PlayStation network has 100 million + active users worldwide
• From Creative Producer Kevin Munroe  

(Director of Warner Bros. TMNT: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle 
Director of Rachet and Clank).

• Produced by Blockade Entertainment with stunning CGI animation from AZworks. 

USA RELEASE 2014

KUNG FU BROTHER
In this ACTION packed, international comedy thriller, three cops and a female reporter are 
in hot pursuit of a murderer whose quest is to acquire the Sacred Kuji Denjo Scrolls. As the 
team traverses across the globe in this perilous adventure, they can’t seem to avoid hand to 
hand combat battles, white knuckle car chases, sword fights, and explosive gun fights. The 
crew must find a way to discover the murderer fast enough so they are no longer targets of 
ancient Thailand’s Weirding Clan.  

Directed by Marcus Aurelius.

USA RELEASE 2016



AMONG RAVENS
This critically acclaimed film tells the story of a strong, beautiful woman (Amy Smart) whose family 
visits their country home over a long holiday weekend and, due to an unexpected guest’s probing, 
are all forced to face their flaws and issues. This captivating story is told through the eyes of an 
innocent young 9 year old girl (Johnny Sequoya). 
Starring: Amy Smart (Crank 1&2 , Road Trip, The Butterfly Effect)
 -Starring in CBS film’s 7500 (2014)
 -Starring in Tyler Perry’s Single Mom’s Club (2014)
 -Series regular on the hit FX show Justified 

Introducing Johnny Sequoyah
Featuring the pop singer Natalie Imbruglia.
Directors: Russel Friedenberg, (writer/director 2008’s Ibid, and 2014’s Wind Walkers), and 
Randy Redroad, (The Doe Boy premiered at the 2001 Sundance Film Festival, where it won the 
Sundance/NHK International Filmmaker’s Award). 
Produced by Heather Rae, who produced Frozen River (nominated for 2 Academy Awards), sold 
every territory in the world and won the Sundance Grand Jury. 
USA THEATRICAL RELEASE 20 CITIES BY GRAVITAS VENTURES JULY 2014

3 NIGHTS IN THE DESERT
A woman torn between 2 past lovers; famous singing star Anna and her 2 estranged friends and 
former bandmates reunite in a remote desert location to celebrate turning thirty. Anna is led by 
Travis, the wild man of the group, to a powerful cave, rumored to grant the wishes of anyone 
who enters.  By nightfall,  unsettling yearnings begin to surface, and the three begin to wonder 
whether the cave really does have the power to reveal all their true emotions, as Anna becomes 
the object of both man’s long held desires. 

STARRING
Amber Tamblyn: The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants, 127 Hours,  series regular on Two and Half Men.
Wes Bentley: American Beauty, The Hunger Games, starring in Christopher Nolan’s new blockbuster 
Interstellar (2014) will be released by Paramount, Starring in Terrance Malick’s Knight Of Cups (2014)
Vincent Piazza: Star of HBO’s Boardwalk Empire, starring in Clint Eastwood’s Jersey Boys (2014)

Featuring Music from the Hit Indie Band, Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros, recent 
album debuted at #1 on the Independent Music Chart, #5 on Billboard Top 200 Chart and #7
on Rolling Stone’s “Best Albums of 2012” List.

DIRECTOR: Gabriel Cowan

USA THEATRICAL RELEASE 2015



A HAUNTING AT THE
PRESTON CASTLE
50 years ago inmates were murdered...  evil still lurks 
AT PRESTON CASTLE. When LIZ (MackenzieFirgens) 
returns home on a college break with a broken heart, her 
best friend ASHLEY (Heather Tocquigny) coaxes her out 
for a rendezvous with ex-boyfriend DANNY (Jake White.) 
AT PRESTON CASTLE, an abandoned boys correctional 
institute with a gruesome past.  What begins with three 
teens seeking vicarious excitement turns into a grisly  
nightmare, as they are forced to sort out their past and 
escape an evil presence still lurking in the castle. As 
they probe the decaying depths and dark shadows of 
PRESTON CASTLE, they find themselves in deep trouble 
with no way out from the maze of rooms and locked 
doors. Trapped inside, they’re caught in a horrifying life 
and death struggle with the unstoppable evil. Can they 
survive the night? This taut supernatural thriller will keep 
you on the edge of your seat.

A HAUNTING AT THE PARK HOTEL
A small TV crew make their way into the most haunted hotel 
in the US for the last programme in their web series on the 
para-normal. With the help of a native- American medium, 
they perform a ceremony that brings forth more spirits and 
demons than the crew bargained for.

STARRING
Tom Sizemore (Saving Private Ryan / Black Hawk Down)
Kristin Anapau (Black Swan, HBO Series True Blood)
Brett Donowho (A Haunting At Silver Falls, Motel Notel)

DIRECTOR
Brett Donowho

RELEASE 2016

Part of Best Selling Series A Haunting At:

KIDS FAMILY ADVENTURE

WHO KILLED
NELSON NUTMEG?

Four intrepid friends go on what they think will be a normal summer camp holiday, 
but the plot thickens when the camp mascot, Nelson Nutmeg, mysteriously 
disappears. They soon begin to suspect that the furry mascot might have been 
murdered! But this is only part of a wider mystery and the kids have the adventure 
of their lives trying to find out Who Killed Nelson Nutmeg? 

Starring: Bonnie Wright (Harry Potter)
USA ONLY



ABSOLUTE KILLERS 
Starring EDWARD FURLONG (Terminator 2, The Green Hornet)
MEAT LOAF (Fight Club, Zookeeper)
ED ASNER (Elf, Mary Tyler Moore) 

Johnny Graham, raised by the Torino crime family after the death of his parents,
is repeatedly torn between loyalty to his adoptive family and his conscience. When
Anthony Torino, the volatile heir-apparent, turns his deadly sights on the DA
prosecuting him for the cold-blooded murder of his own cousin, Johnny is
finally moved to act. To win this battle, Johnny would have to take on his family,
leave the only life he’s known and become the enemy. Loyalty can be deadly.

GUNS FOR HIRE
This female-in-jeopardy story features Beatle Boyin, a quirky loner who refuses to live by 
societies rules. Her business cards read “Towing/Assasination”. Everything changes the 
night she meets Athena Klendon, a mysterious suicidal young woman, with a secret. With 
a demented killer on their tail, the two quickly strike a bargain. Athena will change her life 
insurance policy to reflect Beatle as the beneficiary in exchange for her own execution. 
The two haave no idea that Detective Holt has been on their case reviewing their every 
move.

Featuring Jeffrey Dean Morgan (Watchmen, The Possession, The Walking Dead)
Ben Mendleson (The Dark Knight Rises, The Place Beyond The Palms), Ever Carradine 
(24), Michelle Hicks (upcoming: Public Morals/Steven Spielberg, Mullholland Dr.) and 
Sarah Shahi (Bullet To The Head, Person Of Interest)

With special appearances from Tony Shalhoub (Monk), Orlando Jones (MadTV), and 
Ivana Milicevic (Casino Royale)

DIRECTOR: Katherine Brooks, Donna Robinson

2015 RELEASE / SONY ENT., USA



A HOLIDAY HEIST
A group of college students stay at school over 
Christmas to work at a special exhibit in the college’s 
fine art gallery. The students have little in common 
with each other. But when they decide to hold an 
unplanned Christmas Eve dinner in the gallery, they 
stumble into a trio of bumbling thugs planning a
Holiday Heist of the exhibit.
As the students are held hostage, they are forced to 
learn about themselves and each other, the spirit of 
Christmas, and get the courage to work together and 
fight back to foil the thieves’ plan. With heartfelt talks, 
wild escapes, and even some Christmas romance, 
the night ends up being a Christmas Eve these new 
friends will never forget.
STARRING
Lacey Chabert (Mean Girls)
Vivica A. Fox (Kill Bill 1 & 2, Independence Day)
Chris Kattan (The Middle, Saturday Night Live) 

DADDY’S LITTLE BALLERINA
A professional baseball player tries to single-handedly 
raise his young daughter while pursuing his own 
dreams. With his daughter’s dream to become a prima 
ballerina, dad is at a loss to help her and the family 
breaks down.
The family is reunited when belief in each other
replaces belief in themselves.
STARRING
Hallie Kate Eisenberg
Benjamin King (Lethal Weapon 4, Liv and Maddie)
DIRECTOR: Kara Harshbarger
This Classic Family Film has been
DIGITALLY REMASTERED
First Release 1999 as A LITTLE INSIDE

STRANGER IN THE HOUSE
Eve has married the man of her dreams but when 
they return to live in the house willed to him by his 
first wife who died under horrific circumstances, it 
becomes a waking nightmare as Eve falls into a
spiral of suspicion and madness.

Starring: Annabella Sciorra (What Dreams May 
Come, Hand That Rocks the Cradle)
Tammy Blanchard (Moneyball, Into the Woods,
The Good Sheppard)
Nathan Darrow (House of Cards)

Director: Devon  Gummersall
Written by: Jenn Liu

TWO JACKS
Helmed by acclaimed director Bernard Rose 
(Candyman, Im-mortal Beloved) and starring DANNY 
HUSTON (X-Men Ori-gins: Wolverine, 21 Grams), 
SIENNA MILLER (Factory Girl, Stardust, Casanova) 
and JACK HUSTON (The Twilight Saga: Eclipse, 
HBO’s Boardwalk Empire).
Two Jacks is a fast-paced, glamorous and romantic 
vision of Hollywood now and then. The story is of leg-
endary film director Jack Hussar (DANNY HUSTON), 
a notorious gambler and womanizer, returning to Los 
Angeles to raise financing for his next film. In a whirl-
wind night on the town, Jack seduces the stunning 
Diana (SIENNA MILLER), hits some wild industry 
parties, narrowly escapes a brush with the law, before 
playing a high-stakes poker game at dawn. Years 
later, Jack Hussar Jr. (JACK HUSTON) arrives in
Hollywood for his directorial debut, and Diana (played 
by JACQUELINE BISSET) finds her daughter falling 
for her former lover’s son. At the core of this film we 
see the struggle of a son trying to step out of the 
shadow of his famous father.

BASED ON THE TOLSTOY SHORT STORY THE 
TWO HUSSARS

US Theatrical Release Breaking Glass Pictures



THE GLAMOROUS LIE
A Docu-soap in the vein of E! “True Hollywood Story”
8 years into her relationship with a Fortune 500 
president of one of the biggest tech companies in the 
world, the Oracle Corp., Ya Vaughnie Williams finds 
out that her lover is married and has a double life. 
We follow Ya Vaughnie through the glitz and glamour 
as she uncovers lie after lie, woman after woman... 
until one day, she’s had enough. Her boyfriend would 
wake up to find his face on the side of a New York 
skyscraper, revealing his secrets. This is not only a 
story about revenge but how one woman refused to 
be silenced and found herself again.

ALMOST SHARKPROOF
with Jon Lovitz (Casino Jack, The Benchwarmers)
Michael Drayer (The Wrestler, August Rush)
Cameron Van Hoy (Treasure Of The Black Jaguar)
Broke, busted and living in a tent outiside their
parent’s backyard, Vince (Cameron Van Hoy) and 
Freddy (Michael Drayer) hit on the idea of a lifetime, 
sharkproof wetsuits, and are determined to strike it rich. 
They go to a local loan shark “Max” (Jon Lovitz) who 
owns a club in downtown LA to fund the venture. At the 
club they both fall in love with the same girl, Isabella 
(Kinga Kierzek), the receiving half of a knife-throwing 
duo who are performing at the club. Yuri (Ken Davitian) 
is her drunk, knife-throwing partner. After several Ferrari-
fueled car chases, shoot outs, and mob mayhem, the 
two heros save the girl and take down the loan shark’s 
mob. ‘Almost Sharkprook’ is an action/buddy/comedy in 
the vein of ‘Cop Out’ and ‘Wedding Crasher’s’.

LITTLE RED
This unsettling and arresting female-in-jeopardy film uncovers dangers that a young 
teenage girl faces as she runs away from home in search of her dreams. She is forced to 
confront a chilling reality of  life when a mysterious man follows close behind on the hunt
for young females.  This visually enchanting film is in the footsteps of Kubrick’s Lolita. 

SELECTED: OPENING FILM BERLIN INT’L FILM FESTIVAL 2013
WINNER OF 7 FILM FESTIVALS



TOOLBOX MURDERS 2
STARRING:  Bruce Dern

WINNER BEST ACTOR CANNES FILM FESTIVL 2013
ACADEMY AWARD 2014 NOMINEE
GOLDEN GLOBE 2013 NOMINEE
After the highly successful worldwide release of Toolbox Murders by Director Tobe 
Hooper (Chainsaw Massacre) , we are proud to present TOOLBOX MURDERS 2. 
Picking up directly after the events portrayed in Tobe Hoopers 2004 version of The
Toolbox Murders, the film intensifies the terrifying exploration into one of Hollywoods’
most twisted killers as yet known in the annuals of American history. The killer reappears 
in the neighborhood where Nell and Stephen lived in the last film and Nell is found brutally 
murdered. When her sister Samantha is notified, she is completely panicked little knowing 
that she is soon to be kidnapped and held captive in his house of horrors and will undergo 
the most unspeakable tortures with little hope of escape. But does she? 
The film is guaranteed to shock and thrill the viewer while pushing every envelope 
imaginable as it leads the viewer into the darkest recesses of what is to become
one of the classic horror films of the millennium.
2015 RELEASE

THE SACRED
On the edge of a breakdown, horror writer Jessie
retreats to her dead aunt’s cabin to unlock the
nagging secret in her subconscious. At the cabin
an evil young child and her possessed doll trigger 
flashbacks of an exorcism and the dark secrets of 
Jessie’s past. When a beautiful succubus seduces 
Jessie in the cabin and precipitates the final conflict 
with the devil child, only the Angel Gabriel can save 
her in this classic Good Vs Evil struggle played ou
 in a lonely cabin in the woods. 

Starring JEFF FAHEY, SID HAIG and
HEATHER ROOP

Phase 4 Films - North American release in
association with The Weinstein Company.

DESECRATED
A rich heiress and her friends head for a weekend
of fun at her isolated ranch house in the middle of no 
man’s land. They soon find that the caretaker’s dark 
past, has taken him down a bloody killing spree.

STARRING 
Haylie Duff Napoleon Dynamite, Badge of Honor
Michael Ironside The Machinist, Total Recal,
Top Gun, Starship Troopers, The Perfect Storm,
Terminator Salvation, and X-Men First Class

DIRECTOR
Rob Garcia



INUK
Executive Producer TOM MOUNT (Natural Born Killers). 
A young Inuit native boy sees his father die hunting seals. 
10 years later he has to make a choice between living in 
an urban world of rap music and violence or returning to 
the old tribal ways of his ancestors, hunting and living off 
the land.

WINNER OF 28 FESTIVAL AWARDS
GREENLAND’S OFFICIAL ENTRY IN
2013 ACADEMY AWARDS™ 
BEST FOREIGN FILM CATEGORY.

GERMAN THEATRICAL RELEASE 
USA Theatrical Release Roxie Releasing 2014

SMITTY
A heartwarming family story about how a young boy’s life is 
turned around by the love of a dog. Starring 2 Academy Award 
winners MIRA SORVINO and LOU GOSSETT JR. and 4-time 
Academy Award nominee PETER FONDA. Smitty also offers 
a great supporting cast, including JASON LONDON, LOLITA 
DAVIDOVITCH, BRANDON TYLER RUSSELL and BOOBOO 
STEWART from the Twilight saga. Award winning director
David Mickey Evans (Radio Flyer, The Sandlot, and
Beethoven movies) is creating a new family film franchise.

“A heartland family drama with lots of heart. A winner.”
-Duane Byrge, The Hollywood Reporter

TOP North American FAMILY SELLER
Phase 4 USA release 2013

HUMBLE PIE
It’s hard not to like Tracy Orbison (HUBBBEL PALMER). 
An introspective Midwestern stockboy. Tracy passes his 
days scribbling poems in a notebook during shift breaks 
and day-dreaming of making something more of himself... 
although there’s already quite a bit of him.

In a moment of enlightenment, he enrolls in an acting 
class taught by a pompous local actor (played by hilarious 
WILLIAM BALDWIN). Things don’t quite go as planned and 
a tragically comical chain of mishaps leads Tracy to take a 
more active role in his life.

“If originality and eccentricity were prime rib, this film 
would be clogging arteries...” – Variety

THE GRAND
The Grand is set in the world of professional poker 
and follows six players who reach the final table of the 
Grand Championship. One of the players (WODDY 
HARRELSON) has a lot at stake, his plan is to buy 
back his dead grandfather’s hotel-casino from the real 
estate developer who stole it, by winning the world’s 
most famous high stakes poker tournament.

A Tribeca Film Festival favorite, the film boasts a stel-
lar, international comedic cast. WOODY HARRELSON, 
DAVID CROSS, DENNIS FARINA, CHERYL HINES, 
RICHARD KIND and CHRIS PARNELL. The film also 
stars award-winning comedian RAY ROMANO, the 
legendary German film director WERNER HERZOG 
and sitcom vet GABE (Welcome Back Kotter) KAPLAN.

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY: Zak Penn (X-Men: Last 
Stand, The Incredible Hulk, The Avengers)



THE BUNKER
Starring UFC champion, pro wrestler and MMA fighter KEN 
SHAMROCK. Also starring WEC champion and
MMA fighter MIKE BROWN.  
The Bunker,” is a fictional war torn valor story of heroism, 
set in the uncharted lands of “The Ho Bo Woods” in 
southern Vietnam 1965. Following a bogus ghost hunt 
for a missing Special Forces unit lead by a man they call 
“Ranger”, Pvt. Johannes Schenke attempts to save an 
alleged North Vietnamese Army operative, a girl named 
Kim-Ly, along with his fellow comrades who have all been 
captured by Ranger and his renegade Special Forces 
squad while operating out of an abandoned bunker.  As 
Ranger’s paranoia descends into madness, his under-
ground headquarters come under attack and hand to hand 
combat explodes.  In the tradition of “Apocalypse Now”.

USA RELEASE INCEPTION MEDIA GROUP 2014 

UNDERGROUND
Underground is predicted to follow the great success of 
such films as The Final Destination, Halloween II, and 
District 9. Flesh-eating creatures, created for warfare 
by a failed government experiment, terrorize a group of 
ravers who fight for their survival....underground. Where 
darkness lies...evil grows.

“A winning slice of new life on tried-and-true
horror elements.” – The Hollywood Reporter

AVAILABLE IN SOUTH AFRICA & AUSTRALIA

THE CURSED
A supernatural thriller set in a cozy Tennessee town 
where Sheriff Jimmy Muldoon (COSTAS MANDYLOR 
Mobsters, Saw IV, Saw V) and younger brother, 
Deputy Lloyd Muldoon (LOUIS MANDYLOR The Set 
Up, My Big Fat Greek Wedding), have a firm grasp 
of law and order until a handsome stranger, Denny 
White (BRAD THORNTON Kickboxer 4), comes to 
town. As soon as White arrives, supernatural events 
begin to occur.

NORTH AMERICAN SYFY PREMIERE 2010

LIKE A BAT OUTTA HELL
Creature Feature Thriller based on the true story of a 
huge Cryptid Bat with an 11 foot wingspan that eats 
people, in one of the most inhospitable, terrifying 
locations on earth.

A team of young surfing film makers and their girl-
friends are invited to film the Bat in the great southern 
wasteland of outback Australia and are terrorized into 
submission by the winged beast.

Cryptid Bats can be found hiding in many countries, as 
man encroaches, they are now seeking their revenge.

STARRING: Vernon Wells from the Mad Max Trilogy
DIRECTOR: Danial Donai

2016 RELEASE



FAME GAME
Hollywood: You Play The Game... You Pay The Price
Fame Game is a provocative half-hour look at pop
culture through the struggles of two sexy young
actresses navigating the glamour and the gutter of
Hollywood. Stunningly beautiful, Norwegian cousins,
Jules and Sasha, both learn that nothing fuels a
career like an endless supply of hope and despair.

- 13 x 30 Minutes TV Shows

SEX IN THE CITY MEETS ENTOURAGE!

MANGIA MAGIC
Mangia Magic with La Befana and Friend’s is a fun, zany 
cooking series for kids of all ages with visiting celebrities 
and celebrity chefs; their kids, parents, grandparents 
each of whom shares their culture and traditions with our 
audience, bringing magic, joy and celebration the whole 
year round!

- 13 x 30 Minutes, Weekly TV Shows
- Created for the 5-9 Year Old Demographic, and Fun
   for the Whole Family

A PUPPET SHOW TO KEEP THE WHOLE FAMILY HEALTHY!

TV SERIES
POP HAIR
POP HAIR NETWORK takes you on a journey  into the pop culture 
of  everything to do with hair, your most important accessory, and puts 
the spotlight on the most talented barbers, stylists, makeup artists and 
colorists… on the planet.
POP HAIR NETWORK is 13 x 30 minute broadcast shows, working 
with a YouTube multi-channel network –  we’ll be filming beauty vloggers 
and social media experts in our studios, and traveling to major beauty 
and fashion shows worldwide to showcase the latest global trends.

XCORPS
Over 40 episodes of the hottest extreme sports ever!  From parasailing,
to base jumping, jet skis, bmx, luge, race cars, dune buggies, rally cars,
big waves, skateboards, jet planes,- every episode is different - if there’s 
someone crazy enough to do it - you can bet we’ve got it on camera!
Over 50 x 30 Minute Episodes
MTV-3 Premiere Series

OMEGA ZONE
The new non-fiction 30 minute series w/ celebrity host! This
provocative new television series will reveal how cutting-edge
technology and the latest research are not only solving the mysteries 
behind spiritual practices from thousands of years ago, but also 
advancing our understanding of the science-spirit connection in ways 
that will forever change the way we live. Stylish graphics and visually 
stunning footage will tell the “stanger than fiction” stories of how real 
science is investigating real spiritual phenomena.

TV SERIES

DANCE & THE LAWS OF ATTRACTION
Celebrity host takes us on a world tour as we trace the most famous 
dances back to their roots. Go on a nightclub odyssey and dance with 
the local experts. Be immersed in all things dance.
-13 x 60 Minutes TV Shows

CRAFT LADIES
Join the DIY /  LIFESTYLE  revolution!  
This best selling do-it-yourself craft lifestyle show is now available in
22 half-hour episodes with top experts in their fields teaching, entertaining, 
and inspiring viewers with Interior Design, Party Planning, Sewing, Restyling 
Clothes, Knitting, Crocheting and much more!  As a series bonus there’s also 
4 episodes available for crafty kids with wonderful projects that will give them 
Hours Of Fun. 
22 x 30 Minute Episodes


